
July 2021 Book Club
As Long As Grass Grows: The Indigenous Fight for Environmental Justice,

from Colonization to Standing Rock
By Dina Gilio-Whitaker

Why Read This Book:

These days, climate change and environmental justice are
likely on the forefront of many folks’ minds, especially as
natural disasters continue to wreak havoc on our communities
in ever-increasing frequency. In Dina Gilio-Whitaker’s As Long
as Grass Grows: The Indigenous Fight for Environmental
Justice from Colonization to Standing Rock, Whitaker takes a
hard look at the root cause of environmental destruction and
ways we can find long-term solutions to restoring our climate.

Gilio-Whitaker’s main thesis is that settler colonialism,
especially on the Indigenous lands of the United States (i.e.
the entire country), has put into practice a long, and ongoing,
system of destruction of our environment. From the direct and
indirect murders of Indigneous peoples through forcible

relocation from their native lands, poor waste management, ruining important foodways that
resulted in major starvation, and poisoning of waters, the continued justification of violent
colonialism is the root cause of our environmental problems today. As such, Whitaker argues
that the only way to restore our lands is to give it back to the people whom it rightfully belongs
to, for them to lead us into a better future that prioritizes balance and justice.

The book is available for purchase here.
Sign up for future Studio ATAO book club discussions here.

http://www.beacon.org/As-Long-as-Grass-Grows-P1445.aspx
https://www.studioatao.org/book-club


Discussion Questions:
Written by Kariesha Martinez & Jenny Dorsey

1. Gilio-Whitaker writes that “the EPA defines environmental justice as ‘the fair treatment
and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race, color, national origin, or
income, with respect to the development, implementation, and enforcement of
environmental laws, regulations, and policies.’” (19)

a. Seeing that environmental justice as an idea is still fairly new (1970’s), what were
your first introductions to environmental justice?

b. How was your experience of environmental justice different (or not) from the way
that Gilio-Whitaker defined it in the reading?

2. For a lot of indigenous tribes, environmental injustice and racism are very overt. As
Gilio-Whitaker writes, “after approximately a half century of uranium mining on the
Navajo reservation, all the expended mines were abandoned, and radioactive mine
tailings were left exposed to the elements, becoming airborne and contaminating above
and underground water sources and ecosystems. Within a few decades lung-cancer
death rates skyrocketed on the reservation, and children suffered radiation burns from
playing around the mines or in the water exposed to the waste. Making matters worse, 4
months after the Three Mile Island nuclear plant meltdown in July 1979, on the Navajo
reservation near Church Rock, New Mexico, an earthen dam disposal pool containing
uranium mine waste burst, releasing a toxic stew of 93 million gallons of acidic,
radioactive tailings and solid radioactive waste into the Rio Puerco River, poisoning the
drinking and irrigation water of thousands of Navajo people as far as 80 miles
downstream.” (65)

a. Where are additional places and/or scenarios where you have seen
environmental racism? If you do not see or hear of this regularly, why do you
believe that is?

b. In what ways do you see lack of environmental injustice turn into a slew of other
problems, for those directly impacted and also for those indirectly affected?

3. Gilio-Whitaker often talks about decontextualization, especially as it relates to erasing
narratives and rewriting history. “When courts disregard histories of dispossession,
delivering legal precedents that future court decisions will build upon, the action
constitutes a form of erasure and weakens the legal foundations upon which
environmental justice might otherwise be constructed. Decontextualization, then--
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framing law absent documented history-- is one way the Senate system fails Indiegnous
people’s ability to experience environmental justice” (p.37)

a. What are other ways we see law setting the precedent for unjust practices? What
kind of legal precedence or law that we take as law? Why?

b. How do we honor the precedents set by people/cultures that are not of the
dominant culture and may not have had their customs transcribed into existing
law?

4. Gilio-Whitaker also talks a lot about displacement, especially of Indigenous people from
their lands. She argues that environmental justice is really about giving Indigenous
peoples their land back as a radical way of justice and equity.

a. How can we feasibly give Indigenous people back their land, given our current
sociopolitical and economic systems?

b. What could this sort of land reparations look like for the indigenous tribes and for
the people who currently occupy those areas?

c. Should people fundamentally be allowed to own land as private property?

5. Part of settler colonialism’s effects on the environment has been through how we view
the use of land -- in particular waste and waste management. We see waste as useless,
and thus undesirable lands as the place to store waste. As Gilio-Whitaker writes,
“industrialism itself has played a central role in consolidating settler power over Native
Nations, contributing to their confinement to some of the most undesirable lands on the
continent and cutting them off from some of the best. It was no small irony when some
of those perceived ‘wastelands’ were later found to contain valuable substances coveted
by energy and new technology sectors, [it] presented what would be simultaneously a
blessing and a curse for the Nations.” (54)

a. How has this book changed your outlook on waste and trash, and the way the
U.S. currently manages waste?

b. Is there an ethical way to dispose of waste? What do you believe it should look
like?

c. What is an equitable production of waste?

6. Gilio-Whitaker explains how starvation is a means of genocide, and the way that
colonizers not only used biological warfare (i.e., spread of disease) as a means of
murder, but also the destruction of land and food. “In Los Angeles, the seizing of Native
lands forced Indian people into a labor market designed to keep them in a revolving door
of jail and unpaid labor, leading to extremely shortened life spans. The loss of lands and
conscription into the labor market also meant the interruption of traditional food
gathering and inability to tend to families. Calling it ‘an economy of slow starvation’,
historian Brendan Lindsay pointed out that indigenous populations would normally have
been gathering food throughout the year to store for lean times, but the new labor regime
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prevented it, making starvation an omnipresent possibility for California’s Native
population.” (42-43)

a. How did this book (or did it) change your view on the mass production of food?
(e.g. large meat production, huge farms etc.)

b. How are ways those in power control people in our current society through food?
What are ways we can disrupt this?

7. Gilio-Whitaker describes settler industrialism as the way settler societies inscribe
themselves on top of Indigenous homelands by means of industrial processes, “from
military technologies to large scale mineral and fossil fuel extraction operations to
sweeping landscape transforming regimes of commodity agriculture.” (75)

a. For those of us who live on settler industrialized states, what are the ways that
we can push corporations to slow down production, or produce more equitably?
Can equitable production exist on a settler industrialized state at all?

8. We always end our book club discussions with a brainstorm of actions we can
realistically take on this issue. Where do you see yourself in the change economy when it
comes to environmental justice?

Additional Resources
From our book club attendees, compiled by Kariesha Martinez

● Dara Cooper: A thought leader in the food justice movement
● A Terrible Thing to Waste: Environmental Racism and Its Assault on the American Mind:

More on environmental racism and the way that it has shaped us
● ‘Kill Every Buffalo You Can! Every Buffalo Dead Is an Indian Gone’: More on the

starvation on Native lands
● Mapping Our Social Change Roles in Times of Crisis: How do you place yourself in

catalyzing change
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http://www.daracooper.com/articles-and-more.html
https://www.npr.org/2019/07/27/745925045/book-a-terrible-thing-to-waste
https://www.theatlantic.com/national/archive/2016/05/the-buffalo-killers/482349/
https://dviyer.medium.com/mapping-our-social-change-roles-in-times-of-crisis-8bbe71a8ab01

